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Abstract
In this work, we study entrainment of users playing a creative reference resolution game with an autonomous dialogue system.
The language understanding module in our dialogue system leverages annotated human-wizard conversational data, openly
available knowledge graphs, and crowd-augmented data. Unlike previous entrainment work, our dialogue system does not
attempt to make the human conversation partner adopt lexical items in their dialogue, but rather to adapt their descriptive
strategy to one that is simpler to parse for our natural language understanding unit. By deploying this dialogue system through
a crowd-sourced study, we show that users indeed entrain on a “strategy-level” without the change of strategy impinging on
their creativity. Our work thus presents a promising future research direction for developing dialogue management systems
that can strategically influence people’s descriptive strategy to ease the system’s language understanding in creative tasks.
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1. Introduction
Linguistic entrainment (also known as alignment, coor-
dination, priming, convergence, accommodation, and
adaptation) is the phenomenon in which interlocutors
start speaking more similarly to each other (Brennan
and Clark, 1996; Rahimi et al., 2017). Entrainment can
happen on multiple levels such as prosody, speech rate,
vocabulary usage, and syntactic and stylistic patterns
(Iio et al., 2009; Levitan and Hirschberg, 2011; Levi-
tan, 2013). Entrainment has been associated with di-
alogue and task success in human-human (Reitter and
Moore, 2007; Friedberg et al., 2012) and human-agent
(Fandrianto and Eskenazi, 2012; Lopes et al., 2013)
interaction. So far entrainment has been studied in
relatively constrained domains with a limited vocab-
ulary size. However, in more complex dialogue sys-
tem (DS) applications, where a large vocabulary size
and variety or unpredictability of user responses would
be challenging for automatic speech recognition (ASR)
and natural language understanding (NLU), entrain-
ment can potentially be even more beneficial.
In this paper, we focus on entrainment in the context
of a pedagogical game called RDG-Map (Paetzel et
al., 2020). RDG-Map is a collaborative game between
two players, a Director and a Matcher, engaging in
a goal-oriented conversation to identify a country on
the world map. The Director gives descriptions for
a country so that the Matcher can locate and select it
on their map. The game is time-constrained to gener-
ate natural and fluid conversations similar to everyday
dialogue. While directional descriptions (above USA,
southwest of Zambia, etc.) and referring to the coun-
tries by name are the most unambiguous for a given tar-
get country, the knowledge of the average player about

the location of countries on the map is very limited,
which makes references to neighbouring countries dif-
ficult to resolve. Thus, people often use shape and
size descriptions of a country to disambiguate between
several countries in the same region. Consequently,
an autonomous DS playing the role of the Matcher in
the game needs visual reference resolution. Users can,
however, be very imaginative in their descriptions (e.g.,
“[Germany] looks like a pac-man”, “if Somalia had a
nose it would blow towards the ocean”) which makes
this a creative task. For a machine learning model,
these descriptions are difficult to infer because every
human’s description of shapes is distinct and subjec-
tive, and the reasoning and general knowledge required
to resolve such complex references to scenes in the real
world exceeds the capabilities of current AI systems.
In this work, we explore the use of entrainment to see if
we can prime users to provide shape descriptions using
simple geometric shapes such as rectangles, triangles,
circles, and squares, and whether this helps with the
NLU task (since it would potentially result in a more
limited vocabulary used by the human interlocutor).
Basically our goal is to influence the strategy used by
users for providing shape descriptions. Instead of let-
ting them use their imagination freely we guide them
towards using simple geometric shapes, and thus we
call this process “strategy-level entrainment”. At the
same time, we do not want to impinge on the users’ cre-
ativity since creative descriptions can help distinguish
between similarly shaped countries in the same neigh-
bourhood and can also be an indicator of engagement.
To study entrainment, we use an autonomous DS with
an NLU based on a knowledge graph that can play the
role of the Matcher in the RDG-Map game. The DS
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is deployed on the web and paired with crowd-workers
recruited on Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) to play
the role of the Director and provide country descrip-
tions to the system.
The aim of our study is to first understand whether the
DS can actually influence people’s descriptive strat-
egy by suggesting geometric shape descriptions for a
country in the form of a question to the human player.
We hypothesize that players entrain to general abstract
concepts, which means that in the post-entrainment
phase they use more geometric shape descriptions than
before the entrainment (H1). In an offline-analysis, we
then feed the pre- and post-entrainment descriptions
back to our knowledge graph to understand whether
our NLU’s recognition rate improves when people con-
verge to using geometric shape descriptions. We hy-
pothesize that the entrainment does improve the NLU
performance of the DS because it can guide users to use
a more well-defined vocabulary set (H2). Finally, we
want to understand whether people’s level of creativity
decreases when entraining to the descriptive strategy
suggested by the DS. We hypothesize that despite the
limited vocabulary the creativity in the descriptions is
not harmed by the entrainment (H3).
While our work builds on previous work on human-
human and human-agent entrainment, it is novel in its
aim to make human interlocutors exchange their en-
tire descriptive strategy instead of individual phrases
in a creative task. In addition, we implement the en-
trainment into a fully-functioning DS generating the
entrainment questions fully autonomously, which al-
lows us to study entrainment in an actual human-agent
interaction setting.

2. Related Work
Entrainment in the context of dialogue systems has
been extensively studied in the literature. Brennan and
Clark (1996) investigated the effect of reducing lex-
ical variability through conceptual pacts. They ob-
served that people come to use the same terms when
repeatedly referring to the same object in a conver-
sation, and named this phenomenon lexical entrain-
ment. Iio et al. (2009) is one of the few studies of
entrainment in human-robot interaction which found
two types of lexical entrainment: entrainment per term
(users adopting a term of the robot) and entrainment
per type of term (users adopting the same type of term
as the robot). Brandstetter et al. (2017) studied lex-
ical entrainment in the context of human-robot inter-
action and observed that the lexical convergence phe-
nomenon persisted even beyond the interactions in the
study. Mitchell et al. (2012) focused on entrainment in
tutorial dialogue and found that convergence increased
longitudinally and that it could be possible to lever-
age convergence to positively influence students’ emo-
tions. Mizukami et al. (2016) investigated the effects
of entrainment on dialogue acts and on lexical choices
given a dialogue act. Rahimi et al. (2017) studied the

relationship between lexical and acoustic-prosodic en-
trainment in a multi-party setting. Rahimi and Litman
(2020) proposed a novel graph-based vector represen-
tation of multi-party entrainment in the same domain.
With respect to dialogue success in human-human
interaction, based on analysis of human-human dia-
logues, Reitter and Moore (2007) found that lexical
and syntactic repetition can reliably predict task suc-
cess. Friedberg et al. (2012) showed that the lexical en-
trainment of high performing student groups increased
with time while entrainment of low performing student
groups decreased with time. Nenkova et al. (2008) in-
vestigated how entrainment is associated with dialogue
naturalness, flow, and task success.
In terms of human-agent interaction, Stoyanchev and
Stent (2009) showed that users adapt to the system’s
lexical and syntactic choices and that system prompts
can be used to guide users to produce utterances that
are easier for the system to process resulting in higher
task success. Porzel et al. (2006) showed that in cer-
tain situations it is important that multi-modal dialogue
systems adapt linguistically to users. They analyzed
human-human and human-agent (remote-controlled by
a human Wizard of Oz) conversations. Fandrianto and
Eskenazi (2012) studied entrainment strategies of two
speaking styles, shouting and hyperarticulation. When
shouting was detected, the system responded more
softly and when hyperarticulation occurred, the system
spoke faster. These strategies helped the user to return
to more neutral utterances and explicit prompts and
backing off to another objective resulted in modest task
success improvements. Lopes et al. (2013) aimed to in-
crease dialogue success by adapting the system’s lexi-
cal choices to the user’s lexical choices. This approach
led to reduced error rates and number of turns. Levi-
tan (2013) described the various forms of entrainment
that exist such as lexical, syntactic, stylistic, acoustic-
prosodic and phonetic entrainment and studied the ef-
fect of acoustic/prosodic entrainment in both human-
human and human-agent (Wizard of Oz) interactions.
To our knowledge there is no previous work on the ef-
fect of entrainment in creative tasks. As summarized
above, previous work has instead focused on relatively
constrained tasks with a limited vocabulary where peo-
ple replace their choice of words with simple substi-
tutes. The work closest to ours is that of Bergqvist et
al. (2020), also in the RDG-Map domain, where the
system tries to prime the user with cardinal directions
(e.g., when users said “above” the system would prime
them to say “north of” instead of using a simple sub-
stitute word). This work showed convergence of the
users’ vocabulary towards the vocabulary used by the
system even if the replacement term is non-trivial. In
our work, the task is more creative and our entrainment
strategies are much less restrictive. Users are primed to
describe countries in simple geometric shape terms but
there is still much variety and unpredictability in their
descriptions, which, to the best of our knowledge, has
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not been done before. Hence, the main contribution of
our work is that we investigate if users can be entrained
on general abstract concepts in a creative task.
In this work, we also discuss how entrainment can be
included into a fully autonomous DS that leverages a
knowledge graph (KG) as part of the natural language
understanding (NLU) module. In the past years, there
has been a lot of work on utilizing KGs for question-
answering, e.g., Sun et al. (2018), Lin et al. (2018),
Huang et al. (2019), Hakkani-Tür et al. (2014), as well
as in chatbots and task-oriented dialogue to integrate
external knowledge and help learn more robust and co-
herent dialogue policies, e.g., He et al. (2017), Zhou
et al. (2020), Jung et al. (2020), Yang et al. (2020b),
Yang et al. (2020a), Xu et al. (2020). We are not aware
of previous work on utilizing KGs from publicly avail-
able crowd-authored content (Wikidata) for integration
into a reference resolution module of a DS. The work
on Visual Genome (Krishna et al., 2017) seems to be
the closest to ours as it captures objects in images as
well as their relationships. But our domain is different
from visual question-answering and focuses on entrain-
ment and creativity, which provides a novel use-case
for knowledge graphs in dialogue systems.
As mentioned above, we are not aware of previous
work on the effect of entrainment on creativity. Pre-
vious works have used metrics such as Eigenvector
Centrality (EVC) (Bonacich, 2007; Chen et al., 2020),
Novelty metric based on Cosine Similarity (NCS), and
Novelty metric based on Jaccard Similarity (NJS) (Tsai
et al., 2010) as a measure of creativity in a user’s
utterances. We leverage these metrics to understand
whether the user’s creativity decreases when entraining
to the descriptive strategy suggested by our system.

3. The Dialogue System
While the RDG-Map game (Paetzel et al., 2020) can
be played between two human players, in this work,
we explore an online setup of the game in which a hu-
man Director and an autonomous agent Matcher play
via textual exchanges (see Figure 1). In this section,
we describe the general setup of the DS, before dis-
cussing how we included entrainment into the dialogue
manager in Section 4

3.1. Corpora
The human Directors adopt various strategies to de-
scribe the target country, e.g., naming the continent
(“it’s in Africa”), giving directional relations to other
countries (“it’s above Egypt”), a landmark (“this is
near the Mediterranean sea”), size (“biggest one in
Africa”), or describing the shape (“almost looks like
a pac-man”). In order to build an autonomous Matcher,
the NLU model needs to understand all of these com-
plex descriptions and hence requires large amounts
of data for training. Since collecting human-human
and human-agent conversations is time-consuming and
costly, we augment the data with publicly available

WORLD MAP
(Country name can be obtained by 

hovering the mouse over the country)

Game control buttons to 
start the game and get the 

next target country

Dialogue exchanges 
between the director and 
agent is displayed here. 

Director Matcher
Pakistan.

I don’t know where that is.
It’s in Asia.

I need more information.
It’s northwest of India.

What does it look like?
It looks like a T-Rex.

Got it.

Figure 1: The experiment setup along with a sample
conversation between the Director and Matcher.

information from Wikidata and a focused online data
collection for subjective shape descriptions. The data
sources used for training the agent Matcher hence con-
sist of three parts (see Table 1 for an overview): (i) Spo-
ken human-wizard conversations (Dspoken), (ii) Wiki-
data for the location and directional relations between
countries (Dwiki), and (iii) additional written shape de-
scriptions for countries collected on AMT (Dshapes).

Spoken Human-Wizard Conversations (Dspoken)
This part of the dataset contains the human-wizard an-
notated conversations collected by Paetzel et al. (2020)
between a human Director and a remote-controlled
(wizarded) agent Matcher. The data contains spoken
dialogue interactions which are first automatically tran-
scribed using Sonix.ai1 and then manually corrected.
The data is then annotated by experts according to the
annotation scheme detailed in (Paetzel et al., 2020). In
total, the dataset contains the dialogues of 80 users and
is split into a training (64 users) and test set (16 users).

Wikidata (Dwiki) Wikidata (Vrandečić and
Krötzsch, 2014) is an openly available knowl-
edge base that we use to augment the RDG-Map data
with objective information about the world map. The
KG extracted from Wikidata consists of Entities (i.e.,
countries, areas, capitals, major geographical land-
marks, continents, neighbours, latitude and longitude)
and Relations which capture the relationships between
the Entities. The relations in the KG can be mapped
directly to the target description strategies in the
human-wizard conversations data, e.g., “it’s in Asia”
results in the mapping Target - InContinent - Asia. A
sample section of the KG is shown in Figure 2.

1https://sonix.ai/

https://sonix.ai/
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Dspoken # Users 80
# Dialogues 980
# Turns 3989
# Tokens 24726
# Shape descriptions 905

Dwiki # Entities (KG) 2868
# Relations (KG) 38

Dshapes # Tokens 6496
# Shape descriptions 1563

Table 1: Statistics of the datasets used in this work.

Shape Descriptions (Dshapes) The RDG-Map cor-
pus contains a limited number of shape descriptions
(see Table 1). Such creative shape descriptions are also
not available from objective datasets like Wikidata, and
since such descriptions are a challenge for the NLU,
we hence augment the dataset by collecting additional
shapes data using crowd-sourcing2. Workers on AMT
were shown the world map with one of the countries
highlighted similar to the Director’s screen from the
RDG-Map setting. They were then asked to provide
three creative shape descriptions for each country. We
paid $0.03 per description. On average, each descrip-
tion has a length of 4.15 words. We collected data from
619 participants for all countries visually identifiable
on the world map. The data was filtered by the au-
thors to remove non-shape descriptions. Each descrip-
tion provided by the crowd-workers is appended to the
KG constructed in Dwiki with a ‘HasShape’ relation.

3.2. Dialogue System Implementation
The core of the artificial agent autonomously playing
the role of the Matcher in the RDG-Map game is the
language understanding based on knowledge graphs.
The NLU receives written text as input and provides
the most likely country the Director is describing along
with confidence scores across all entities as the output.
These values are then fed into the dialogue manager,
which decides whether the confidence is high enough to
confirm the current selection, ask questions or request
that the Director should move on to the next target.
The input utterances received by the NLU are first con-
verted to an embedding vector of size 256 and then
passed through a classifier which consists of two LSTM
layers (each containing 128 hidden units) and a fully
connected layer with sigmoid activation. We use a
dropout ratio of 0.1 for the outputs of the LSTM lay-
ers. This relations classifier is trained for 25 epochs
using the training data from Dspoken and tested on the
held-out data. The classifier accuracy is 89.33%. It is
important to note that, while a better relations classifier
can be created and further hyperparameter tuning can
be performed, that is not the focus of this paper.
The knowledge graph is a ConvE (Dettmers et al.,
2018) model constructed using Dspoken and Dwiki that
requires the source entity and the relations as input. It

2We will make this corpus publicly available in the future.

Algorithm 1: Agent dialogue management
Data: tgt← Current target
MAXturns, Selectthreshold
Q = {(rk, qk)}, Dictionary mapping the relations
to query
U = {u0, u1, . . . , un}, ‘n’ number of user
utterances for the current target
C = {c0, c1, . . . , cm}, ‘m’ number of possible
targets
Sn = {sc0, sc1, . . . , scm}, Confidence scores for
each of the ‘m’ possible targets after processing
‘n’ user utterances for the current target
Result: Resp, System response;
i← 0;
R← {} ;
for ui in U do

if i ≤MAXturns then
if max(Sn) ≥ Selectthreshold then

Resp← Got it & Return ;
else

Resp← Let’s skip & Return;
end

else
ei ← Entity Extraction(ui) ;
ri ← Relations classifier(ui) ;
KGscores ← CONV E(ei, ri) ;
Sn ← Aggregate(Sn,KGscores) ;
Add ri to R ;

end
i← i+ 1;

end
if HasShape /∈ R And Entrainment Phase then

Resp← ENTRAIN(tgt) ;
else

Resp← Random(tgt,Q) ;
end

encodes the entities and the relations as embeddings
which are then passed through the convolutional neural
network to predict the target entities. For identifying
the source entity, we initially extract the names of the
countries utilizing an off-the-shelf BERT-based Named
Entity Recognizer (NER) (Peters et al., 2017). Since
the subjective shape descriptions cannot be identified
by the NER, we also use an entity-linking approach to
identify the source entity for the KG inference in case
of the HasShape relation. For entity linking, we ob-
tain the embeddings for the user descriptions from the
ConvE model and then choose the source entity by link-
ing the entity with the highest cosine similarity.

The target description from the Director spans mul-
tiple turns and thus the confidence scores from each
turn need to be aggregated before the agent can make
a target country selection. The KG generates a vector
of confidence scores over all the predicted entities for
each turn. The dialogue manager aggregates these con-
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[{REL: InContinent}:   It's in {ENTITY: Africa}]
[{REL: HasShape}:     Looks like a {ENTITY: fetus}]
[{REL: IsNorthOf}:      is above {ENTITY: Zimbabwe}]

Zambia: 0.1
Mozambique: 0.1
DR congo: 0.1
Tanzania: 0.1
...
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Mozambique: 0.25
Democratic republic of congo: 0.25
Tanzania: 0.25
...

InContinent

Zambia: 0.35
Mozambique: 0.1
DR congo: 0.05
Tanzania: 0.05
...

Zambia: 0.15
Mozambique: 0.05
DR congo: 0.1
Tanzania: 0.1
...

Figure 2: Part of the knowledge graph (left) and the inference pipeline followed by the agent in this work (right).

fidence scores and generates a single confidence score
for each country on the map. The agent Matcher always
selects the country with the current highest aggregated
confidence. This selection is, however, not visible to
the human Director, who requires verbal confirmation
to move on. If the aggregated score is greater than a
predefined target selection threshold (Selectthreshold
= 0.5) the agent says ‘got it’ indicating to the human
user that it is confident enough in its selection. If at the
end of MAXturns the confidence score is less than the
threshold the agent “skips” the country by requesting
the user to move on to the next target. Figure 2 shows
the agent architecture along with the entities and the re-
lations captured by the KG representation. Algorithm 1
shows the agent’s dialogue manager design.

4. Entrainment
To investigate whether the agent can entrain users to
generate shape descriptions using a pre-defined strat-
egy, we divided the game into three phases, the pre-
entrainment phase, the entrainment phase, and the
post-entrainment phase. In each of the phases the users
cover four unique target countries. The target coun-
tries used for each of the phases are shuffled continu-
ously. This is to avoid affinitization of the use of ge-
ometric shapes with only certain countries. The divi-
sion into the phases was unbeknown to the players. In
the pre- and post-entrainment phases, the agent always
asks the same questions inquiring about the location,
shape, continent and the landmark. Questions regard-
ing the shape of the country are phrased as an open
question, i.e., “What does it look like?”. In the en-
trainment phase, the only difference is that the shape
question is a yes/no question querying about a specific
geometric shape description linked in the knowledge
graph. For instance, if the target hypothesis is ‘Turkey’,
the agent asks: “Does it look like a rectangle?”.
We hypothesize that by entraining the users to provide
creative shape descriptions but limit their vocabulary to
common geometric shapes, descriptions between clue-
givers would be more similar and it would hence be
easier for an NLU module to identify the target.

5. Experimental Setup and Analyses
We designed an experiment to answer three main re-
search questions linked to our hypotheses stated in the
introduction: (RQ1) Can users be entrained to use a
specific strategy when giving subjective descriptions of
the country’s shape? (RQ2) Can entrainment help the
dialogue system with the target country identification?
(RQ3) Does entrainment impact the Director’s creativ-
ity in describing the target country?

5.1. Experimental Setup
We recruited 31 participants on Amazon Mechanical
Turk to play the game with the agent Matcher. Each
user was paid $3.00 for a 10 minute game. The users
were required to be native English speakers with a qual-
ification criteria of greater than 85% approval rate from
at least 100 tasks. The experiment interface is shown
in Figure 1. The agent with pre-trained models was de-
ployed on a server with Intel Xeon CPU and no GPU
with the model providing inference in real time. We ex-
cluded data from 3 users, one having repeated the study
and the other 2 providing content copied from the web.

5.2. Analyses
Entrainment Analysis (RQ1) To answer the ques-
tion if the users entrained on the geometric shapes,
the utterances obtained from the pre-entrainment and
post-entrainment phases were annotated by expert an-
notators. For each utterance, the annotators marked
whether it contains a geometric shape description
(yes/no label). A pre-defined list of geometric shapes
was obtained from Wikipedia (Wikipedia, 2021a;
Wikipedia, 2021b) (containing Triangle, Rectangle,
Circle, Oval, Trapezium, Square, Line, Cube, Crescent,
Pentagon, Hexagon, Cone, Sphere) and used for an-
notating the utterances to ensure consistency between
the annotators. Descriptions in which geometric shapes
were not explicitly named (e.g., “elongated shape from
north to south” - which implicitly describes a vertical
bar) were not marked as a geometric shape. We found
Cohen’s kappa = 0.96 implying almost perfect agree-
ment between the human annotators.
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Agent Performance (RQ2) We first measure the
general target selection NLU accuracy of our agent
pipeline on the test data from Dspoken. In order to
compare the performance of our NLU with the lan-
guage understanding abilities of human Matchers, we
conducted a second evaluation on AMT. In this, we
showed crowd-workers (same qualification criteria as
mentioned in Dshapes applied; pay=$0.10 per task) de-
scriptions given by the human Directors in Dspoken and
asked them to provide their top-1 and top-3 guesses
of the target country. For the agent Matcher, we mea-
sure the NLU accuracy by checking if the target coun-
try is present in the top-1, top-3, or top-5 predictions.
Since, the crowd-workers have provided their top three
guesses for the descriptions, we can compute the hu-
man accuracy only for their top-1 and top-3 choices.
In a second step, we measure if entrainment could help
improve the target selection accuracy of our NLU. The
target country selection by the DS depends not only
on the shape descriptions but also the descriptions re-
ceived in other turns. To answer RQ2, we need to mea-
sure if the shape descriptions from the post-entrainment
phase increase the accuracy of the target country selec-
tion compared to the shape descriptions received before
the entrainment. We hence artificially generate (sim-
ulate) three non-shape target country descriptions and
then append these with the shapes descriptions from the
pre- and post-entrainment phases. An example of this
is shown below:

Pre-entainment dialogue sample Human descrip-
tion from User 1 in the pre-entrainment phase:
——
Target: Zambia
——
DS: Which continent is it in?
User; Turn 1: It’s in Africa.
{Rel: InContinent, Ent: Africa}
DS: Tell me more about the location.
User; Turn 2: It’s above Zimbabwe.
{Rel: IsNorthOf, Ent: Zimbabwe}
DS: Is it next to a body of water?
User; Turn 3: It’s land-locked.
{Rel: HasLocation, Ent: land-locked}
DS: What shape does it look like?
User; Turn 4: It looks like a spectacle.
{Rel: HasShape, Ent: a spectacle}

Agent prediction: Incorrect
——————————

Post-entainment dialogue sample Human descrip-
tion from User 2 in the post-entrainment phase:
——
Target: Zambia
——
DS: Which continent is it in?
User; Turn 1: It’s in Africa.
{Rel: InContinent, Ent: Africa}
DS: Tell me more about the location.

User; Turn 2: It’s above Zimbabwe.
{Rel: IsNorthOf, Ent: Zimbabwe}
DS: Is it next to a body of water?
User; Turn 3: It’s below Democratic Republic of
Congo.
{Rel: IsSouthOf, Ent: DRC}
DS: What shape does it look like?
User; Turn 4: It looks like two circles connected.
{Rel: HasShape, Ent: two circles connected}

Agent prediction: Correct
——————————
There are two main reasons for generating the Direc-
tor’s descriptions instead of only using the real descrip-
tions obtained in our experiment. The first reason is
to make the comparisons of the NLU performance be-
tween the pre-entrainment and post-entrainment utter-
ances fair while measuring any potential gain in NLU
performance due to entrainment. More complex utter-
ances encountered in either the pre-entrainment or the
post-entrainment phases could create confounding fac-
tors making the comparison unfair. Second, misclassi-
fication of relations and entities (due to disfluencies and
typos) in the user descriptions could impact measuring
the gains from the entrainment alone.
To generate these simulated descriptions for the target
country we query the knowledge graph to retrieve three
non-shape relation-entity pairs and convert these into
natural language (e.g., InContinent-Africa is converted
to “it’s in Africa”) by using templates, append them to
the shape descriptions and measure the target country
selection accuracy of our NLU.

Creativity (RQ3) Creativity in our work refers to the
novelty in the shape descriptions, which is vital since it
helps the NLU select the target country between simi-
larly shaped countries. Note that creativity in our do-
main can relate to both the choice of vocabulary / de-
scriptive strategy as well as the creativity in providing
unique descriptions for a country given the same de-
scriptive strategy. Our aim is to limit the first, i.e., en-
train users to converge to the same descriptive strategy,
while still ensuring that the resulting descriptions are
unique for each country.
Measuring creativity in human-machine interactions is
challenging, and in our work, we hence adopt three
methods which have been used in previous works: (i)
Eigenvector Centrality (EVC), (ii) a Novelty metric
based on Cosine Similarity (NCS), (iii) a Novelty met-
ric based on Jaccard Similarity (NJS). We adopt all
three metrics to measure the creativity of the utterances
obtained from the pre-entrainment phase of our experi-
ments and compare it to the creativity of the utterances
obtained from the post-entrainment phase.
EVC indicates connectedness of a node in a graph
which is an indicator of creativity by representing natu-
ral language responses as nodes in a graph and measur-
ing its centrality (Bonacich, 2007; Chen et al., 2020).
We construct a separate lexical graph for the pre- and
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post-entrainment phases with each of the nodes repre-
sented by a sentence embedding vector constructed us-
ing pre-trained BERT embeddings (Devlin et al., 2019)
and the edges are weighted by the cosine similarity be-
tween the nodes as given by Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: EVC computation
Data: U = {u0, u1, . . . , un}, ‘n’ number of user

utterances in the dataset
nx graph = Empty networkx graph
Result: EVC score
for ui in U do

for uj in U do
ki ← BERT Embeddings(ui)
qj ← BERT Embeddings(uj)
cos sim← cosine similarity(ki, qj)
nx graph← add edge(i, j, weight =
cos sim)

end
end
EVC = eigenvector centrality(nx graph)

The lexical graph is constructed in such a way
that each node/utterance is connected to every other
node/utterance similar to Chen et al. (2020) with one
modification. While Chen et al. (2020) use TF-IDF to
represent the node, we utilize BERT-embeddings. We
then calculate the EVC for each node using the net-
workx library (Hagberg et al., 2008). A higher value
of EVC indicates higher similarity to other nodes and
consequently less creativity. As in Chen et al. (2020),
we hence report the negative mean of EVC values of all
the nodes in the graph as the overall creativity score.
Cosine similarity (NCS) and Jaccard similarity (NJS)
measure similarity between vectors (Tsai et al., 2010).
We calculate the pairwise cosine similarity and Jaccard
similarity between all the utterances obtained in the
pre-entrainment phase and post-entrainment phase sep-
arately. The novelty or creativity metric is then defined
as 1 minus the cosine similarity or Jaccard similarity.
Thus higher NJS/NCS indicates higher creativity.

6. Results
6.1. Entrainment Analysis (RQ1)
Out of the 28 unique users interacting with our agent,
we find 36 descriptions containing geometric shapes in
the pre-entrainment phase and 53 descriptions contain-
ing geometric shapes in the post-entrainment phase. A
One Sample t-test reveals that our participants indeed
use significantly more geometric shapes in the post-
entrainment compared to the pre-entrainment phase, t
= 4.5323, p < 0.001. We can hence conclude that the
agent was indeed able to get users to adapt their de-
scriptive strategy after the entrainment phase.

6.2. Agent Performance (RQ2)
In the first step we analyze the overall NLU perfor-
mance of our agent Matcher based on the test user dia-

Model Top-1 Top-3 Top-5
Humans 0.62 0.63 -
Agent 0.29 0.47 0.57

Table 2: The results (accuracy) of the target country
selection by humans and the agent developed in this
work when asked to provide the top-1, top-3, and top-5
(agent only) predictions.

Top-1 Top-3 Top-5
Baseline 0.673 0.854 0.873
Pre-entrainment 0.673 0.836 0.864
Post-entrainment 0.682 0.846 0.882

Table 3: Target selection accuracy measured sepa-
rately for the top-1, top-3, and top-5 predictions of the
agent using the utterances without shape (baseline) and
with shape descriptions provided in the pre- and post-
entrainment stages.

logues obtained from the RDG-Map domain (Dspoken)
and compare it with the performance of human Match-
ers provided with the same descriptions. In Table 2
we can see that the human crowd-workers can identify
the target countries better than the KG-based pipeline.
Interestingly, we see that the accuracy for the human
Matchers is at the same level no matter if they can name
their one or three most likely candidates. On the con-
trary, the agent Matcher’s performance increases sub-
stantially when it can give three instead of one top pre-
diction. This shows that the correct target country is
often ranked high, but not highest in the KG, which
presents an avenue for future work to improve upon.
With our second analysis we aim to understand how the
performance of our dialogue system changes between
the shape descriptions obtained in the pre-entrainment
and post-entrainment phase. The results are summa-
rized in Table 3. The baseline in the table refers to
the target clues without any shape descriptions present.
The pre- and post-entrainment refers to the conversa-
tions with shape descriptions obtained in the pre- and
post-entrainment phase respectively. We can observe
two important points in these results: First, we can in-
fer that the presence of shape descriptions is not al-
ways beneficial for the NLU performance (see the drop
in accuracy in the top-3 predictions when shape de-
scriptions are included). We discuss this in more detail
in Section 7. Second, for the top-1 and top-5 predic-
tions, we observe a slight improvement in performance
in the NLU in the post-entrainment phase. This im-
provement, however, is not significant as a One Sample
t-test reveals, t=1.6, p=0.2.

6.3. Creativity (RQ3)
The creativity scores for each of the three methods ap-
plied to the spoken conversations from Dspoken and
our pre- and post-entrainment clues from the main ex-
periment are shown in Table 4. A higher score in-
dicates that the utterances were more creative. We
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Condition EVC NJS NCS
Spoken dialogue -0.187 0.861 0.528
Pre-entrainment -0.329 0.607 0.363
Post-entrainment -0.334 0.640 0.370

Table 4: The creativity scores from spoken dialogue
(from Dspoken), and the pre- and post-entrainment
stages in the main experiment. (higher is better)

find no statistically significant difference between the
creativity of the descriptions given in the pre- and
post-entrainment stages using NJS (Student’s t-test,
p=0.207) and NCS (Student’s t-test, p=0.76) metrics.
Computing a significance value at sample level for
EVC is not possible. In other words, entrainment did
not impinge on users’ creativity.

7. Discussion & Future Work
Entrainment (RQ1, H1) We hypothesized that play-
ers entrain to general abstract concepts, which means
that in the post-entrainment phase they use more ge-
ometric shape descriptions than before (H1). Indeed,
we found the use of geometric shape descriptions
to increase significantly between the pre- and post-
entrainment phases. This provides first evidence that
artificial agents can not only entrain human users on
the use of a particular wording, but even prime them
on a descriptive strategy resembling an abstract con-
cept rather than a simple replacement of words. An im-
portant area for future work resulting from our findings
are the ethical implications resulting from a dialogue
system that can not only influence the user’s choice of
vocabulary, but also their entire dialogue strategy.

Agent Performance (RQ2, H2) Our overall aim of
priming users to use a specific descriptive strategy was
to help our NLU unit by narrowing down the set of
descriptive strategies and related choice of vocabu-
lary given by people. We hypothesized that our NLU
performance would increase if people were using a
well-defined vocabulary instead of freely associating
the country’s shape (H2). The analysis we performed
could, however, not support this hypothesis. One po-
tential reason could be that the training data for the
knowledge graph was only composed of the written de-
scriptions provided on AMT, not on spoken dialogue
from real game interactions. Our creativity measures
revealed that the human-wizard spoken descriptions
scored much higher in creativity compared to the writ-
ten descriptions obtained on AMT. This effect is likely
worsened by the size of the shape corpus used for train-
ing the knowledge graph, which is still comparatively
small. Collecting a larger dataset, particularly tailored
towards geometric shapes in combination with using
entrainment as presented in this paper would likely in-
crease the NLU performance.
Moreover, extending the corpus by gathering more spo-
ken interactions would potentially give us more cre-
ative descriptions, which could further help the NLU.

In the future, we plan to enlarge the training set for ge-
ometric shapes for the knowledge graph and then con-
duct a study in which we particularly compare the per-
formance of an autonomous Matcher priming users for
geometric shape descriptions with the performance of
a Matcher only asking for generic descriptions. We an-
ticipate that the effect of the entrainment in this setup
will indeed lead to a significant increase in NLU per-
formance.
Interestingly, our data also revealed that in some cases
the shape descriptions can even harm the language un-
derstanding of the dialogue system. This is, however,
not surprising given that shape descriptions are diffi-
cult to resolve even for humans (e.g., using “looks like
a seahorse on its back” alone cannot be used to iden-
tify the target but needs to occur with other descrip-
tions narrowing down the region of the country first).
Shape descriptions hence serve as a ‘nudge’ rather
than being the main driver for target country selec-
tion. In the future, we aim to incorporate this knowl-
edge into our dialogue system by choosing the order
of questions strategically instead of randomly and to
explore recent advancements in reinforcement learn-
ing (Manuvinakurike et al., 2017) to learn better re-
sponse selection strategies. In addition, we plan to uti-
lize recent advancements in the field of transformer-
based embeddings in knowledge graphs as in (Sun et
al., 2021) to explore the promise of such approaches.

Creativity (RQ3, H3) Our last hypothesis concerns
the creativity of descriptions. Preserving the creativity
in the descriptions is not only important for being able
to distinguish the descriptions of different countries, we
also consider it as an implicit measure of engagement
in the task. If participants become bored, they would
likely become less creative in their descriptions which
would likely lower their performance in the game. We
hypothesized that even though the vocabulary could be
limited after the strategy-based entrainment, the cre-
ativity in the descriptions is not impaired (H3). Indeed,
we did not find a significant difference in the creativity
of the descriptions. This indicates that priming users
for a specific strategy in a goal-based interaction as
the RDG-Map domain does not impair the creativity
of their descriptions, suggesting that the quality of de-
scriptions given and the level of engagement in the task
is not affected by the entrainment.

8. Conclusion
In this paper, we studied and discussed the effect of
strategy-level entrainment on the performance of a di-
alogue system by integrating entrainment into an au-
tonomous knowledge-graph based dialogue system for
a visual reference resolution task. We found that the
system was indeed able to influence the strategy people
use to describe the objects in the visual scene and that
this did not decrease the overall level of creativity in
their descriptions.
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